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2 _______________________ _ _________________________________ The FANSCIENT
Will you pardon us if we gloat a bit. With this issue, our second 

year of REGULAR publication starts. In the last year, we’ve increased 
the number of pages, gone all lithoed and introduced the new "Pocket 
Sized" format as well as bringing you an increasing number of the top 
writers and artists in the field. With your help, we’ll go even farther 
in the future. Keep your own subs up and tell your friends to subscribe. 

Wd’d hoped to bring you more pages this time, but lack of ads made 
it impossible. However, lack of ads made it possible to get a number 
of additional items in, which we hope you’ll like.

Henry Kuttner has favored us this time with a delightful and unclass- 
ifyable item. We don’t know whether it is an article or a short-story, 
but whatever it is, it’s wonderful.

It is a pleasure to honor in our first Anniversary Issue, that most 
beloved of fantasy authors, "Doc" Keller, who graces the AUTHOR, AUTHOR 
department. The bibliography was compiled by Col. and Mrs. Keller and 
is a marvel of completeness and also a lot of work. Many thanks to him.

This issue, we have another FANSCIENT discovery, Miles Eaton. Watch 
that boy; he’s going places. We’ll let you discover for yourself why 
we’re so excited by reading "The Watcher in the Snow" and another 
longer piece scheduled in the next issue.

A variety of articles, cartoons and book reviews complete the issue. 
We need more of these short reviews. If you have any favorite or un
usual books, review them briefly and send them in.

Hope you like the issue.

P. S.: We need material of all kinds now. It takes time to illustrate 
stuff well, so send it in as soon as possible._________________________
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GEORGE 
ALLAN 
ENGLAND

b.y
THYRIL L. LADD

GEORGE ALLAN ENGLAND was, 
perhaps more than anything else, a 
story-teller. True enough, some 
ot his writing was used as a 
vehicle for propaganda, but, when
ever this was so, England was 
clever enough to see to it that 
his tale never suffered.

England was an extremely prollf- 
lo author, and I must confess that 
I have never aeen even an attempt 
at a complete listing of his work. 
In this article I shall deal with 
only five of his fiction titles, 
and one other. All of these of 
which I plan to tell appeared in 
book form, though the greater bulk 
of England’s fiction had only mag
azine presentation.

I shall attempt no critical an
alysis of England’s style; for me, 
The Story is the Thing, and when a

Illustration for DARKNESS AND DAWN

GEORGE ALLAN ENGLAND 

story has pleased me and given me 
entertainment, why should I pick 
it apart, as to its construction?

England's best known story is, 
of course,the unusually long tale, 
"Darkness and Dawn" (1914). This 
book was originally published as a 
trilogy of three novels, "Darkness 
and Dawn", "Beyond the Great 
Oblivion" and "The Afterglow", and 
was so reprinted, in later years, 
in three issues of FAMOUS FANTAS
TIC MYSTERIES. To me, this story 
holds a never-failing fascination, 
nor is my pleasure diminished by 
re-reading it. It is an account, 
vividly told, of a young engineer 
and hi8 stenographer awakening in 
the top of the Metropolitan Tower, 
New York City, to find that they 
have slept a strange sleep for 
centuries. On awakening, they find 
New York---- America------ has crumbled 
into ruins, man seems to have ut
terly vanished—the forest has in
vaded the city------and they seem to 
be alone in a vacant world. Se 
varied and many are their adven
tures, so wide the splendid scope 
of this novel, that space can per
mit no- further revelation of plot. 
Suffice to say that any fantasy 
reader who has not read this mas
terpiece of imagination, certainly 
should see to it that he does so.

In the next year after "Darkness 
and Dawn”, there was published one 
of the very unusual books of fan
tasy. This is "The Air Trust" 
(1915). Right away, it must be 
pointed out that England was an 
avid Socialist, and two, at least, 
of the novels I discuss herein, 
were definitely propaganda for 
Socialism. Indeed "The Air Trust" 
is dedicated to Eugene V. Debs, 
perenniel Socialist candidate for 
President. But England's Social
istic preachments in this book, 
positively do not detract from its 
quality as a fantasy.

drawn by 0. G. ESTES

1
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■The Air Trust" tells of two 

millionaires who "corner” air, and 
plan to sell it to Americans, even 
as gas and electricity are sold to
day. A young Socialist is their 
chief adversary in the battle for 
air, which follows, even to that 
bitter end when revolution occurs 
among the people, and they storm 
the well-guarded factories and 
vats of the Air Trust. The love- 
affair of the daughter of one of 
the magnates with the young Soc
ialist----her conversion to Social
ism----provides the , sentimental 
portion of the book.

Mr. England was still preaching 
Socialism through his fiction, in 
his next novel,"The Golden Blight? 
which appeared the next year,1916. 
In this tale, a young scientist, 
disgusted with the arrogant and 
unjust supremacy which gold has 
given to the wealthy, invents a 
machine—a ray---- which causes Gold 
to turn to ashes. Here, indeed, 
England has created a situation 
which allows him to paint striking 
pictures of a world where gold has 
crumbled to valueless ashes------and 
he makew the most of it. The read
er’s enthralled attention is held 
to the very end of this exciting 
and unusual conception.

Except for occasional allusions, 
England now abandons the overall 
Socialist background for his writ
ing, and we find appearing in 191? 
an effective novel of retribution, 
called "Cursed 1" An abused native 
woman calls down on a ruthless and 
wicked sea-captain, a terrible 
curse----one, however, to be deliv
ered on the next generation. The 
sea-captain, turning to a better 
life, marries, and has a son. On 
this son, there falls the dreadful 
curse of the Maylay witch. Here 
England tells, and most success
fully, the torture of a man’s soul, 
wrung by remorse, and compelled to 
watch his son follow a course of 
evil, as foretold to him.

■The Flying Legion" (1920) is
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crammed with thrilling and breath
less adventure. A giant plane is 
stolen by a company of men, entir
ely composed of heroes of tho 
First World War. This group------
under rigid discipline, led by one 
called the Master—have as a final 
goal no less an enterprise than 
the stealing away from Holy Mecca 
certain revered objects of the 
Mohammedan faith------such as the
sacred "golden water-spout", etc. 
the tale is tense, throughout,and 
an interesting development is 
found when one of the supposedly 
all-male membership of the company 
is discovered to be a woman. There 
is plenty of fast action—exciting 
moments------in this story, which
once, by the way, was serialized 
in the now long-extinct AIR WONDER 
STORIES.

The book editions of all of 
these stories were illustrated. 
"Darkness and Dawn" has a magnifi
cent colored frontispiece, as well 
as other pictures in black and 
white. "Cursed" has a striking 
colored frontispiece as its only 
illustration, as does "The Flying 
Legion". Both "The Air Trust" and 
"The Golden Blight" have a number 
of black and white illustrations.

England was author, not only of 
much fiction, but also of a number 
of travel books. One of these 
non-fiction titles merits atten
tion in this article; this is 
"Isles of Romance" (1929), well 
illustrated with photographs. In
terest in this book,to the fantasy 
addict, lies in the fact that Eng
land visited and described------- and
so well!------some places which have
been the locale of weird and fant
astic stories by various writers. 
He visits the Dry Tortugas; old 
Fort Jefferson, a bastile located 
120 miles out at sea in the Gulf 
of Mexico, and now utterly aband
oned by the United States, its 
owner. Also Anticosti; the Grand 
Cayman, one-time pirate island and 

(Continued on Page 23)
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N
0 ONE now alive knows the 
real reason behind the col
lapse of fantasy’s two major 
magazines. This is not sur
prising, since the incident 
is not due to occur until 1958, 

and, in fact, these particular 
publications have not yet printed 
their first issues. But by a 

process of extrapolation, I have 
managed to chart certain probabil
ity lines, and the conclusion I’ve 
reached seems an Inevitable one. 
Much to my regret, I must point 
out that after 1958 not a single 
science-fiction or weird fiction 
magazine will be published.

The nice thing about extrapol
ation is that when such factors as 
semantics, psychology and social 
dynamics are taken into considera
tion, you get a pretty vivid pic
ture of what’s going to happen. A 
wiggle on a graph may be signifi
cant, but I’ve been getting my 
meanings conveyed to me by means 
of words (and gestures) for some 
while now, and the impact of the 
tragedy wqs.brought home more viv
idly by the nature of the compos
ite picture, which looks less like 
a graph than a small-sized stage, 
with people moving around on it, 
rather nervously. Occasionally 
there’s some blurring, but 
prognosticatioh is still in its 
infancy, and my eyes were blurred 
with tears anyhow.

I don’t know exactly what’s go-
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ing to happen next year, or the 
year after that, but, generally 
speaking, a certain trend is going 
to develop, one that's evident 
even now. The line of demarcation 
between fantasy and science-fic
tion is going to be more sharply 
drawn. Today some magazines lean 
toward fantasy, others toward 
technology, and if they vary too 
much from their policy, readers 
often write in complaining letters. 
As a matter of fact, I've had this 
happen myself, but I don't pretend 
to know what kind of stories I 
write. Maybe it depends on whether 
I feel fantastic or scientific at 
the time. It's out of my control, 
which doesn't seem quite fair. 
After all, when the readers pay 
for a magazine, they're entitled 
to get the sort of stories they 
want. But this isn't a discussion 
of my stuff, and, anyway, if any
body wants my oninion, I prefer

Merritt.
However, by 1958 there weren’t— 

won't be—any stories by me in any 
magazine, and I haven't the least 
idea what happened. Sometime I 
must extrapolate again and find 
out. I did notice a 1958 newstape 
that mentioned the death of Inri 
Cutna—that was in the Nu Yok Dali 
Nus broadcast—but it didn't go 
into details. This Cutna guy was 
a professional geek, anyhow, what
ever that is. Probably some kind 
of scientist unknown to our pres
ent era.

However, by 1958, I gathered, 
there was only one publishing firm 
in the world. All others had been 
assimilated and the editors were 
hired too, or, if recalcitrant, 
shot. The writers were rounded up 
and confined in a cell-block in 
the basement of the building, in 
cells. (The ones who couldn't or 
wouldn't learn to use wire-tape 
recorders were also shot. Some of 
the others demanded pistols, but 
this request was denied.)

As I mentioned, there were only 
two magazines left which could be 
classified as imaginative in type, 
if you don't count TRUE CONFES
SIONS. One was named GEARED TALES, 
and was edited by a guy named 
Thirkettle; this was science-fic
tion. The other was FEARED TALES, 
edited by a Mr. Pilchard, and this 
specialized in weird fiction. Both 
editors were facing a crisis. The 
Circulation Department had spoken 
to the Front Office, and the Front 
Office had sent down a memo, chis
eled on a stone tablet.

Thirkettle picked up the May 
1953 GEARED TALES and looked at It 
unhappily.

"Complaints," he said. "No mat
ter what I do, complaints. I've 
tried to keep GEARED TALES strict
ly scientific. I've used symbol
ic covers till I'm black in the 
face—atoms and graphs and even 
the multiplication tables. And 

still we get kicks. Do you see 
any element of fantasy in this 
cover, Pilchard?"

Pilchard looked at it. "No," he 
said.

"Neither do I. It's a blueprint. 
Just a plain, simple blueprint. 
There isn't anything fantastic 
about it. It's a blueprint of an 
optical phenomenon on Mars, done 
in blue, white and black. I even 
save money by using a two-color 
process, and what happens? Com
plaints. Mars is the name of a 
mythical god, so it's got fantast
ic connotations. Did I name Mars? 
And they complain about using blue 
on the cover. It's got an emotion
al significance, and emotions are 
pure fantasy."

"You've got troubles?" Pilchard 
said. He showed Thirkettle a copy 
of FEARED TALES. "Look at this 
cover. A pure abstraction. There 
isn't a sine curve in it. All the 
colors we could put in and every
thing asymetrical. And I'm flood
ed with complaints because the 
cover's too scientific. The frame 
is rectangular, and that's geo
metry, a science. How can I put 
out a magazine shaped like an ink
blot?"

"Science-fiction has to be sci
entific? Thirkettle said morosely. 
"No element of fantasy. And vice 
versa. I've already cut out all 
the illustrations so I can use 
logerithm.1c tables instead. Here's 
something that slipped by me. A 
character in a yarn scratched his 
head,and the author didn't explain 
the principles of leverage and en
ergy involved."

"You're too easy on your writ
ers," Pilchard said. "You should 
have had him shot as an example."

"Oh, we put out his eyes, of 
course, but the harm was done. 
Floods of letters kicking about 
the fantasy element. Once let a 
character scratch his head without 
determining the causation, and 
where's science? Newton might 

never have lived.
"That reminds me,"Pilchard said. 

I had something similar happen. 
Your speaking of Newton reminded 
me of it. One of my authors re
ferred to a newt in a yarn—"

"No!"
"Yes, it seems that the charac

ter, experimenting with forbidden 
arts, had become transformed into 
an emotional mood in the personal
ity of a certain nameless god, and 
right in the middle of a good sub
jective sequence, where the guy 
felt as though he'd sunk into a 
morass of miasmic morbidity, he 
brings in a newt! Of course you 
know what happened."

"Of course. The frame of refer
ence would have enabled every 
reader to associate newt with 
Newton. No wonder you got kicks."

"He won't do it again," Pilchard 
said, rather gloatingly. "We've 
got a robot reading back all the
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guy’s old stories to him."
"But. . . after all, authors are 

human. That’s going a little far, 
really. I don’t mind a humane 
discipline like disembowelment, 
but when it comes to downright—"

"We tried disembowelment," Pil
chard said. "The guy just started 
writing a novel about his guts. 
No, we’re got to be firm, Thir- 
kettle. Once let science-fiction 
and weird-fiction get together,and 
you get—" He glanced around and 
lowered his voice to a whisper. 
"—science-fantasy."

"S-shfH Pilchard said hastily. 
"There are humans present!"

It was, however, too late. Let
ters of fire appeared on the wall. 
They read as follows:

"Memo from the front office. 
We’ve been withholding the last 
batch of complaints, hoping the 
situation would improve, but such 
subversive talk leaves us no al
ternative. You will read the let
ters from readers, sent herewith, 
and do what is necessary. Mene 
mene tekel upharsin."

A flood of letters cascaded from 
a chute. Pilchard and Thirkettle, 
with white faces, glanced at each 
other and then began to read. The 
conclusion was inescapable.

All the readers of GEARED TALES 
complained that the magazine was 
full of letters of the alphabet. 
Not only were the shapes of the 
letters asymmetrical and non-geo
metric (except 0), but the histor
ical connotations traced back to 
heiroglyphs, based as they were on 
religious and emotional symbolism. 
"The alphabet is nothing but fan
tasy," one reader wrote, or rather 
charted on a graph. "I shall never 
read GEARED TALES again."

On the other hand, all the read
ers of FEARED TALES complained 
that the magazine was full of let
ters of the alphabet. Not only 
were the shapes of the letters an 
intellectual synthesis of logical 
ideation, but the historical con
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notations traced back to heiro
glyphs, the result of a rational 
progression of association and 
mathematics in which the sum of 
the parts equalled the whole, 
which involved an ideation of the 
colloid mechanism of the brain. 
(Except 0.) "The alphabet is 
nothing but science," one reader 
wrote, or rather finger-painted. 
"I shall never read FEARED TALES 
again."

Pilchard and Thirkettle lifted 
their heads. They both spoke at 
the same time.

"The next issue must be printed 
on blank paper," they said.

"If you print anything on blank 
paper, it won’t be blank," Pil
chard corrected both himself and 
his co-editor.

"Well, I mean we won’t print 
anything at all on the pages. 
While we’re at it, we might as 
well leave out the illustrations.

EXTRAPOLATION
And the cover must be blank too, 
of course."

"It’s the only thing to do," 
Pilchard agreed, reaching for a 
bottle of white ink. "The next 
issue of FEARED TALES won’t have a 
word in it."

"Or the next issue of GEARED 
TAT.es. This should boost circula
tion tremendously. We won’t get 
a single kick."

And this explains why the last 
issues of GEARED TALES and FEARED 
TALES, published in 1958» were ab
solutely and completely blank. 
Even the covers were plain, un
adorned heavy coated white stock. 
A completely unexpected result of 
this slight change of policy, how
ever, was that not a copy of eith
er magazine sold. Not only were 
the readers quite unable to recog
nize their favorite publications, 
but no price was printed on the 
covers, so that the news-stand 
dealers were equally baffled and 
could offer no practical advice. 
Of course, when the Circulation 
Department found that all the cop
ies of both GEARED TAlJS~and FEAR
ED TALES were returned, they spoke 
to the Front Office, and the Front 
Office spoke to Thirkettle and 
Pilchard, who killed themselves. 
It was decided to discontinue pub
lication of both magazines, under 
the circumstances. The authors in 
the basement cell-block were 
liquidated. (They were made into 
wood-pulp, in fact.)

Somewhat later, an editor named

In ’49
It’s the CINVENTION

Seventh World Science Fiction Convention

WILLIAM ROTSLER
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Cotswold proposed a fantasy 
magazine which would combine both 
science-fiction and weird-fiction, 
but an army of science-fiction and 
weird-fiction fans straightway 
dragged him screaming out of his 
office and lynched him, after hor
rible tortures. I believe this is 
the first and last time the two 
groups ever united for a single 
purpose. I have been able to 
extrapolate as far as 1998, and in 
that year nothing at all will be 
published. In fact, the entire 
world will have been depopulated 
except for an army of science-fic
tion readers and one of weird-fic
tion readers, and they will have 
exterminated each other completely 
by, at the latest, 2008.

It all seems rather a pity, but 
it’8 out of my hands. I just felt 
that since my extrapolation has 
succeeded so well, it would be un
fair of me not to share my secret 
with the world. I have no strong 
convictions either way, myself, 
since all I ever read is Dick 
Tracy. Now there’s something 
that’s both scientific and weird. 
If I extrapolate any more, I’ll 
pass the word along, but it won’t 
be for a while, as the process 
takes several years, and I’ll be 
tied up next summer, I hope. I’m 
trying to get a job with some cir
cus. There’s more dough in that 
than in writing. You eat better, 
too—chicken three times a day.

THE END.
Send your Buck to:

Donald E. Ford, 
129 Maple Ave., 
Sharonville, 0.

send me your want list

CARL ESTEP 
Fantologist

1109 E. ?9st. Kansas City Mo.
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And as I walked, it began to 
snow softly, obscuring the rapids 
of the Budouwah and swallowing the 
mists which rose from the boiling 
spring of Tsoth. So it was that I 
could no longer discern the 
Kraangha which kept pace with me a 
stone’s throw to my right hand, 
and I knew not my direction. And 
I saw a vision of a stately city 
looming thru the swirled snow and 
retreating before me as I advanced, 
so that it was neither nearer nor 
farther than when I first observes

The snow narrowed my world until 
it consisted of an arm’s length 
before me and as much behind. I 
could no longer select the draws 
between the twisted outcroppings

The FANSCIENT

WATCHER
- SNOW

h ky
Mlles Eaton.

of rock and I had much ado to veer 
from the naked trees that rose 
threateningly before me.

Thus it was that presently I 
came upon a graybeard, clad in a 
tattered scrap of skin, who sat 
with his back leaned against a 
log. a sword with a spot of red 
on the point lay bare across his 
knees and bis eyes peered into the 
snow in the direction in which I 
traveled. Then I saw on the arms 
of the trees nearby, huge hunks of 
new-carved flesh, hanging as if to 
cure.

The man heeded me not until I 
laid a hand upon his shoulder, 
whereupon he started and swung his 
face upon me, But his eyes sought 
not mine, but looked thru me into 
the swirling snow.

"Brother," said I to him, "Do 
not linger here, for the snow is 
wet and the wind is keen, and your 
wrap is thin and worn."

"Go!" said he, and turned once 
more to look in the direction in
which I traveled.

And there was a dim stately city 
showing faintly through an opening 
in the snow, no whit closer nor no 
farther than when I had first ob-

THE WATCHER IN THE SNOrf 
served it. I nodded at it.

"Come," said I, "Let us journey 
together toward that city where we 
might at least find warmth."

"Go!" said he again, and grasped 
the pommel of his sword in his 
lean strong hand.

Whereupon I said no more, but 
scraping together a few twigs, I 
laid a fire at one end of the log. 
Striking a pebble against my 
sword, I soon had a yellow flame 
which coped feebly with the fal
ling snow. Then I rested nearby, 
watching him, for I was determined 
to find the meaning of his strange 
behavior.

He paid no heed to the fire, nor 
did he speqk a word to me. I held 
my tongue and waited, wondering 
why his eyes never turned from 
peering into the direction which I 
traveled. And once the dim city 
showed again thru the snow and 
once I heard a low whining as of 
jackals in the distance, sounding 
queerly like female voices sing
ing. But the watcher heeded them 
not, nor addressed me where I 
rested, so I warmed my hands at 
the fire and waited.

Then from the welter of white 
that bordered our little world, 
methought I saw a strange form 
rising. Born of the snow it was 
and shining with a cold luminosity 
of another world. And I counted 
its legs and viewed its strange 
bulging shape and the way it flow
ed like a centipede toward us'and 
I knew that here was no natural 
thing of evolution,but the product 
of a radman’s dream.

The figure of the watcher stiff
ened and his hand tightened on the 
pommel of his sword. Then as the 
thing took shape before us, he 
rose, and with a curse leaped upon 
it, dying the point of his metal 
with a new scarlet. And I heard 
the sound of many voices, women’s 
voices, rising in a wild paen of 
triumph, and looking, I saw the 
stately city, nearby now, advanc-
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ing on us as a beast advances. And 
the pulsating of its golden walls 
was the breathing of the breath of 
life and the chorus of sweet 
female voices was the sound of its 
great heart beating.

But the cries of the watcher 
called me to his side. He screamed 
with rage and fear as he pursued 
his mad attack on the creature of 
the snow. And now as I watched, 
the contours of the beast changed 
subtly and shrank into a form 
strangely human and feminine. And 
from its monstrous throat went up 
a female cry of anguish, echoed by 
the chorus of voices from the 
city. Strong in my ears beat the 
lewd pulsation and of a sudden, I 
knew a great fear.

For the beast was a woman born, 
with dark lashes and a smile for 
those who long for woman. And as 
I looked, the watcher’s arm grew 
lax with awe and wonder and the 
woman leaped upon him, once more a 
noisome beast that never knew a 
mother.

I heard him scream once, short 
and quick. I plucked my blade 
from my side and leaped to help 
him. From the midst of the thing, 
his metal yet licked at vital 
spots of life in the thing that 
had no life.

And Lo! together we addressed it 
and made our business with it, 
while in our ears rang the dirge 
of the chorus of females of the 
noble city. Together he and I, we 
swung till our arms grew faint and 
our heads swam and we dispatched 
it together, and with the last 
gasp from its throat, which was no 
breath of earth, the chorus died 
and the snow obscured the night
mare of our battle.

And we divided it, he and I,into 
three parts, one of which we flung 
into the swirling rapids of the 
Budouwah, another into the boiling 
spring of Tsoth and the third, we 
hung, as game is hung, from the 

(Continued on Page 2J)
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So many misconceptions are 
abroad concerning my association 
with Jaephus, that I feel that the 
true facts should be put on 
record. To begin with, it is not 
even certain that he is a lobbly. 
True, he considered himself one 
and would retaliate in the partic
ularly messy way at which he was 
so adept, when anyone referred to 
him as an "invisible dog."

It was about 1938 when our paths 
first crossed. This morning, the 
magazine crew I was working with 
then was assembling,ready to le^ve 
the office. Bill Oliver climbed 
into the back seat and closed the 
door. Suddenly there was a wild 
thrashing of arms as, beside me, 
Bill beat the air in front of us. 
It ended as quickly, as Bill made 
a quick grab and held triumphantly 
at arm’s length, something I could 
not see.

"I told you to stay home, Jae
phus. What’s the idea of sneaking 
along?" Bill sternly addressed his
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by Donald B. Day

apparently empty hand. The hand 
shook in token of an invisible 
struggle, then was still. Bill 
ripped out a string of curses as 
he surveyed a spreading wet spot 
on his trouser leg directly under 
his outstretched hand.

Such was my introduction to Jae- 
phus. Bill had just moved to a 
new hotel and reported finding him 
sharing the new quarters. Since 
Jaephus went out with the crew of
ten, I soon became well acquainted 
with him. If not crossed, he 
would leave you along, generally. 
But woe to him who aroused the ire 
of Jaephus. His temper was form
idable and retribution was quick.

Despite his small size, nature 
had equipped him well for surviv
al. He could grasp with both his 
tentacles and his forearms while 
the hoofes on his hind legs bruised 
and the talons on his middle pair 
of legs scratched unmercifully.

Jaephus was also difficult to 
catch, due largely to the eyes 
situated in his buttocks, enabling 
him to see in all directions at 
once. It was, however, in his 
typical gesture of defiance that 
these eyes came most into play. 
With their aid,he was able to dir
ect the by-products of his peculi
ar metabolism to the precise spot 
that would most disconcert his 
antagonist.

All this time, I’ve been talking 
about Jaephus, the lobbly. As was

JAEPHUS_______________________________ _
stated above, it is still not cer
tain that he was a lobbly. At the 
time Jaephus first appeared,Nelson 
Bond’s series of radio programs, 
’’Mr. Mergenthwirker * s Lobblies’,’ 
was on the air. Bill, hearing one 
of the programs, and shortly en
countering an invisible creature 
of unknown classification, tentat
ively identified him as a lobbly.

The name, "Jaephus", was Bill’s 
memory of the name of one of them. 
Jaephus offered no objection to 
the name, tho there is no evidence 
that it was his true name.

In contrast to his indifference 
to the name, was his unmistakable 
insistence that he was a lobbly. 
At the time, we took this to be 
proof that our identification had 
been correct. Our assurance was 
rudely blasted a bit later, tho, 
on reading for the first time, Mr. 
Bond’s excellent description of 
the life and habits of lobblies. 
You see, Mr. Mergenthwirker’s lob
blies told him things. And Jaephus 
never uttered a word.

Bill and I took Jaephus to task 
about this one day in a booth at 
The Nugget. We waxed ironic. We 
insinuated that perhaps he was not 
a lobbly at all. Or if a lobbly, 
then a moronic one.

That we touched some sore point, 
was attested by the fact that he 
didn’t retaliate in his customary 
way for such insults. He simply 
sat there and radiated superior 
contempt. To one not acquainted 
with Jaephus, it is difficult to 
explain. Radiating contempt with
out spoken words or visible ex
pression or gestures is admittedly 
difficult. Perhaps he did it thru 
some form of sub-sonics. It may 
be that, knowing him and his sup
reme contempt for mere humans, we 
simply recognized his attitude in 
his silence.

At that time, we made only one 
further attempt to identify his 
species. With the lie that there 
he would find ample quantities of
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free beer, we lured him to the of
fice of a biology professor at 
Reed College. Out of deference to 
a once fine mind, I shall omit the 
man’s name. Unfortunately he was 
unable to tell us anything further 
about Jaephus. In fact, the last 
I heard, he still hadn’t said any
thing. He simply sits rigidly, 
staring straight ahead and has to 
be fed through a tube; At the last 
count, he had worn out 53 tubes.

It was shortly after this trag
edy that I left the magazine crew. 
Except for the occasions that I 
drank beer with Bill and some of 
the other boys, Jaephus largely 
passed out of my life.

In due course, the war came and 
with it my greetings. The eve of 
VE-Day found me an army medic on a 
Hospital train, shuttling all over 
Europe. We lived, four men to a 
regular French sleeping compart
ment, right on the train. We were 
stationed wherever the train stop
ped, tho until shortly before the 
end of hostilities, it seldom 
stopped long.

During one of our layovers in 
Paris, I was standing at the bar 
in the Cafe Biard at Place Clichy. 
Beside me on the bar was a shot of 
cognac and "un demi" of the watery 
French beer.

I was deep in conversation with 
Marcel, the bartender. At the 
time, my French was practically 
non-exixtent and since Marcel knew 
no English, getting the simplest 
ideas across required considerable 
concentration. Having put some 
point across by sheer force, I 
turned to my drinks for restora
tion. To my surprise, the cognac 
glass was now empty. I glanced 
down the bar. No one was near me. 
Over at a table, a "Fille de Joie" 
named Louise was playing some GI 
sucker along. She was a notori
ous moocher and drunk-roller, but 
a moment’s reflection convinced me 
that stealing someone’s drink was- 

(Continued on Page 29)
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David H. Keller, M. D.
It would be difficult to 

evaluate in full, the contribution 
that David H. Keller, M. D. has 
made to the field of science-fic
tion and fantasy literature. It is 
not enough to say that his stories 
are to be found among the best in 
every type in the field: science- 
fiction, weird, horror and pure 
fantasy. To speak of his mastery 
in the telling of tales, his 
deceptively simple economy of 
phrase, the terrific impact he can 
convey with a few quiet words, is 
to tell only half the story.

Back in 1928, with a few notable 
exceptions, "stories" stood and 
fell on the scientific idea. Prac
tically everything was new then, 
plots were sketchy, and character
ization was practically non-exist
ent.

It was on this scene, then, that 
"Revolt of the Pedestrians* ap
peared in the February 1928 issue 
of AMAZING STORIES. It was a new 
type of science-fiction story that 
was to exert a profound influence

on the entire field. The scien
tific idea was there, but that was 
not all. The story was primarily 
concerned with people; with their 
actions and reactions under the 
impact of a new idea.

Today, when the accepted form of 
story, aside from the "action" 
pieces, is the psychological tale, 
it is difficult to realize the 
extent to which Dr. Keller’s stor
ies differed from what had gone be
fore. Suffice it to say that this 
first and the stories that follow
ed, quickly brought him to a posi
tion of leadership in the field.

In spite of holding a full-time 
job, he remained among the most 
prolific authors over a period of 
years. Caissie after classic rol
led from his typewriter, to cease 
only when pressure of his army 
duties forced him to curtail his 
writing during the war.

It is with pleasure that we now 
hear from "Doc" Keller, one of the 
most beloved of fantasy authors.

On the 2)rd of December, 1880, 
my parents had a birthday party at 
which I was the guest speaker. At 
that time a blizzard was raging in

Philadelphia, which limited the 
attendance at the reunion.

My ancestors left France and 
Germany between 1740-50 for a new
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home In Pennsylvania. Here they 
founded the town of Kellersville 
in what is now Monroe County. A 
complete history of these families 
is contained in my KELLERS OF HAM
ILTON TOWNSHIP and the GEORGE- 
WHITSELL FAMILIES.

Members of these families have 
served in every war from the 
French and Indian; but, while ex
cellent soldiers, remarkable pro
genitors and clever politicians, 
none have shown any inclination to 
write except myself.

After receiving a preliminary 
education in the Boy’s Central 
High School of Philadelphia, I 
entered the Medical Department of 
the U. of P., graduating at the 
age of 22^ years. Thus there was 
no opportunity for a cultural edu
cation. In later years this was 
much regretted and has caused my 
rather celebrated statement, "I 
never had an education."

Three years of practice in
creased the desire to live in the 
country. The next nine years were 
spent as a Horse and Buggy Doctor 
in Russell, Pa. It was a hard 
life. In 1914 I worked in Pleas
antville, N. J. in an effort to 
regain my health. Then I became a 
physician in the Anna State Hospi
tal for Abnormals in Illinois. 
While there, I was given a commis
sion as 1st Lieutenant in the Med
ical Reserves, and was called to 
active duty at the onset of World 
War I.

From that time until June, 1945, 
I served either as an officer in 
all of World Wars I and II, or as 
Assistant Superintendent of State 
Hospitals for the Abnormals in 
Louisiana, Tennessee or Pennsyl
vania.

In June, 1945, I w$s placed on 
inactive duty as a Lieut. Colonel 
and retired for physical disabil
ity. Being subject to call, I ex
pect to see active duty in World 
War III in which war there will be 
need for all the experienced phys
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icians available for service to 
the abnormals. While I am waiting 
for the bugle call, I am resting 
in Underwood, my home in Strouds
burg, Pa. There my wife, Celia, 
and my dog, Yum Yum, keep me com
pany. Sometimes the three of us 
take long automobile tours. At 
home, we write and play cards,and 
work in our garden and write. In 
our spare time, we WRITE.

This Folly of Writing started 
early in life when I put myself to 
sleep telling stories. Later when 
I learned to read, I became famil
iar with Henty, Haggard, Kipling, 
Dickens, Barrie and Ian MacLaren. 
Writing permitted me to become 
acquainted with David H, Keller.

An old latin motto states, "We 
learn to do by doing." At the age 
of fifteen, I had my first story 
published in a newspaper. After 
that, more stories and poems in 
High School, College and religious 
papers. In college I became an 
Associate Editor of an amateur 
magazine, THE WHITE OWL. Six of 
my stories were printed in it.

After that I simply wrote for 
pleasure and made no effort to 
sell or print. Over five thousand 
pages of typewriting were produced 
of novels, stories and poems.

In the fall of 1927, I bought a 
copy of AMAZING STORIES, read it 
and in longhand wrote a science
fiction story, THE REVOLT OF THE 
PEDESTRIANS. Hugo Gernsback 
bought this and then printed it in 
AMAZING STORIES, Volume II, No 2, 
February 1928.

From that time on I wrote in all 
spare moments. Science-fiction, 
weird, off-trail. All simply 
flowed in an apparently unending 
stream from the Old Corona, as a 
study of my bibliography will 
show. But that makes no mention 
of several medical books and over 
seven hundred and fifty medical 
articles. During one period of 
forty-seven consecutive days I was 
able to write a 500,000 word medio-

DAVTD H, KELLER, M. D._____________  
al book during my hours off duty.

While in active service in war 
times, I wrote very little. Now, 
in ripe maturity, I find there is 
not enough time for all the liter
ary work which seems so important. 
One book is born, two are in the 
process of birth and four are ges- 
tating. My friends urge me to re
write four of my earlier novels 
and I have a new novel and four
teen new stories to write.

"This is not as deep as a well 
nor as wide as a church door", but 
it should suffice. The fact is 
that id does not. Many fanzine 
editors write asking for contribu
tions. Someday I will complete an 
additional bibliography giving 
only fanzine stories, articles and 
poems. That will be interesting.

Rejections? Many. Reasons? 
Varied. My collection of reject 
letters would not fill a pillow or 
paper a room but some day will 
furnish material for a fanzine 
article. Many were rejected be
cause they were too beautiful. I

SCIENCE-FICTION STORIES

Title
Air Lines
Amidexter, The
Biological Experiment, A
Bloodless War, The
Boneless Horror, The
Boneless Horror, The
Boneless Horror, The
Boomeranging ’Round the Moon
Burning Water *1
Cerebral Library, The *1
Cerebral Library. The *1
Conquerors, The (2 parts) N
Emigrants, The (Chap. 2 of COSMOS)
Eternal Professors, The
Eternal Professors, The
Euthanasia Limited *1
Evening Star, The (2 parts) N
Feminine Metamorphosis, The *1
Fireless Age, The N
Flying Fool, The

(Le Fou du Ciel)(Fr) (2 parts)

---------------- ,------------------ ------------------- 12 
have called this "The Kiss of 
Death". One was rejected as being 
"too horrible to print" but this 
story, now printed twice, is being 
praised by the reviewers.

All in all the first sixty-eight 
years of life have been happy. In 
the words of the immortal G. I. 
Joe, "It’s a great life if you 
don’t weaken."

—David H, Keller, M. D.

A bibliography of the Science-Fic- 
tion, Weird and Off-Trail writings 
of Dr. Keller follows. It is of 
interest to note that one story 
has been reprinted six times;three 
stories, four times; two stories, 
three times; eighteen stories, two 
times.

This bibliography was compiled 
by Dr. Keller and the classifica
tion is his.

Noteworthy is the fact that the 
128 stories listed here appeared 
in 58 different magazines and 
books.

by DAVID H. KELLER, M. D.

Magazine Date
Amazing Stories Jan. 1950
Amazing Stories Apr. 1951
Amazing Storiew June 1928
Air Wonder Stories July 1929
Science Wonder Stories July 1929
Startling Stories
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book)

Nov. 1941
1948

Amazing Stories Quarterly Fall 1950
Amazing Detective Tales June 195C
Amazing Stories
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book)

May 1951
1948

Science Wonder Stories Dec. 1925
Science Fiction Digest Aug. 1953
Amazing Stories Aug. 192$
Tales of Wonder Aug. 1938
Amazing Stories Quarterly Fall 192$
Science Wonder Stories Apr. 195C
Science Wonder Stories Aug. 1929
Amazing Stories Aug. 1937
Amazing Stories July 1929
Les Primaires July 1937
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Flying Threat, The Amazing Stories Quarterly Spr. 1930

DAVID H. KELLER, M. D. Bibliography_________________ __ ______________

Free as the Air Amazing Stories June 1931
LA GUERRE DU LIERRE (The Ivy War) book in French by David H. Keller,

M. D; with introduction by Regis Messao. Barbaroux, a San-Lo,France
Containing ”La Guerre du Lierre"
Nourice Automatique*! Limited to

Half-Mile Hill
Hands of Doom *1
Human Termites, The (3 parts) N
Human Termites, The (4 parts) N
Island of White Mice *1
Ivy ».ar, The
Ivy War, The

(La Guerre du Lierre)(Fr)(3 pt)
(La Guerre du Lierre((Ft)

Life Detour, The
Life Detour, The
Life Everlasting (2 parts) N

, "Les Maines et la Machine" and "La 
2000 copies. 1936.

Amazing Stories Quarterly Sum. 1931 
Ten Story Detective Oct. 194? 
Science Wonder Stories Sep. 1929 
Captain Future Win. 1940 
Amazing Stories Feb. 1935 
Amazing Stories May 1930 
THE BEST OF SCIENCE FICTI0N(Anthol) 
Les Primaires July 1935 
LA GUERRE DU LIERRE (Book) 1936 
Wonder Stories Feb. 1935 
Startling Stories July 1947 
Amazing Stories July 1934

Tree Terror, The
Twentieth Century Homunculus, A
Unlocking the Past
Unto Us a Child is Born
Unto Us a Child is Born
White City, The
White Collars
Wolf Hollow Bubbles (Pamphlet) *1
Worm, The
Yeast Men, The
Yeast Men, The

Amazing Stories Oct. 1933
Amazing Stories Feb. 1930
Amazing Stories Sep. 1928
Amazing Stories July 1933
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book) 1948
Amazing Stories May 1935
Amazing Stories Quarterly Sum. 1929
ARRA Printers, Jamaica, N,. Y. n/d
Amazing Stories Kar. 1929
Amazing Stories Apr. 1928
Tales of 'Wonder 1937

WEIRD and OFF-TRAIL STORIES by DAVID H. KELLER, M. D.

LIFE EVERLASTING ana Other Tales of Science, Fantasy and Horror by
David H. Keiler, M. D. with an introduction by Sam Moskowitz. The 
Avalon Co., Box 8052, Clinton Hill Sta., Newark 8, N. J. 382 pages 
plus separate bibliography. $3.50. . 1948

Literary Corkscrew, The Wonder Stories Mar. 1934
Literary Corkscrew, The Startling Stories May 1941
Living Machine, The Wonder Stories May 1935
Lost Language, The Amazing Stories Jan. 1934
Menace, The *1 (group of 4 stories:Amazing Stories Quarterly Sum. 1928 

"The Menace?, "The Gold Ship”,

Battle of the Toads *2 
Binding de Lux
Bridle, The
Bride Well, The *2
Calypso’s Island 
Creation Unforgivable 
Damsel and Her Cat

Weird Tales 
Marvel Tales 
Weird Tales 
Weird Tales

Oct. 
May 
Sep. 
Oct.

Dead Woman, 
Dead Vtoman, 
Dead Woman, 
Dead Woman,

The 
The 
The 
The

"The Tainted Flood" and "The 
Insane Avalanche".)

Menace, The *1
Menacing Claws *1
Metal Doom, The (3 parts) N
Moon Rays, The 
No More Friction 
One 'Way Tunnel 
Pent House, The 
Psychophonic Nurse, The

(La Nourice Automatique)(Fr) 
Rat Racket, The 
Red Death, The 
Revolt of the Pedestrians, The 
Scientific Widowhood *1 
Service First 
Sleeping War, The 
Steam Shovel, The 
Stenographer’s Hands 
Stenographer’s Hands

(Les Maines et la Machine)(Fr) 
(Les Maines et la Machine)(Fr)

Thought Projector, The (Booklet) 
Threat of the Robot, The 
Time Projector, The (2 parts) 

(with David Lessor)

Amazing Stories Quarterly Win. 1933- 
Amazing Detective Tales Sep. 1930 
Amazing Stories May 1932
Wonder Stories Quarterly Sum. 1930 
Thrilling Wonder Stories June 1939
Wonder Stories Jan. 1935
Amazing Stories Feb. 1932
Amazing Stories Nov. 1928
LA GUERRE DU LIERRE (Book) 1936
Amazing Stories Nov. 1931
Cosmic Science Fiction July 1941
Amazing Stories Feb. 1928
Scientific Detective Mtly Feb. 1930
Amazing Quarterly Win. 1930
Wonder Stories Feb. 1931
Amazing Stories Sep. 1931
Amazing Stories Quarterly Fall 1928
Avon Fantasy Reader No. 2
Les Primaires Jan. 1929
LA GUERRE DU LIERRE (Book) 1936
Science Fiction Series 1929
Science Wonder Stories June 1929
Wonder Stories July 1931

Death of the Kraken 
DEVIL AND THE DOCTOR, 
Dogs of Salem 
Door Bell, The

Stirring Science Stories Apr.
Weird Tales Apr.
Weird Tales Apr.
Fantasy Magazine Apr.
Strange Stories Apr.
NIGHTMARE BY DAYLIGHT (Anthol) 
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book)
Weird Tales

THE (Book) N Simon 4 Schuster, N,

Dust in the House 
Eternal Conflict

(Le Duel Sans Fin)(Fr) 
(6 parts published.

Face in the Mirror 
Garnet Mine, The 
Goddess of Zion 
Golden Bough, The 
Golden Bough, The 
Golden Bough, The

Weird Tales 
Wonder Stories 
Weird Tales

N
Les Primaires 

Publication uncompleted due to

Mar,

Sep. 
June

1929 
1934 
1942
1930
1941
1930 
1929 
1934
1937 
n/d

1948
1942
1940
1928
1934

July 1938

July 1??9

Growing Wall, The 
Heredity 
Heredity
Hidden Monster, The
Jelly Fish, The

LIFE EVERLASTING (Book) 1948
Ten Story Book Nov. 1929
Weird Tales Jan. 1941
Marvel Tales Vol 1 No 3
Weird Tales Nov. 1942
GARDEN OF FEAR (Booklet) Fantasy 
Publishing Co., Inc, L. A. 250 
Science Fiction Quarterly Win.
Vortex Vol 1 No 2
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book) 
Oriental Stories 
Weird Tales

Sum.
Jan.

1945
1942
1947
1948
1932
1929KELLERS OF HAILTON TOWNSHIP, THE; Wall Printing Co., Alexandria 

A Study in Democracy (Book) Limited to 500 copies 
(A family history, privately printed)

Key to Cornwall *2 Stirring Science Stories Feb.
Killer, The Gorgon jan,
LA GUERRE DU LIERRE (The Ivy War) Book of Short Stories in French with 

introduction by Regis Messac. Barbaroux, a San-Lo, France.Contents: 
La Guerre du Lierre, Les Mains et la Machine t La Nourice Automat
ique. Editon limited to 2000 copies. 195^

1922

1941
1948
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Last Frontier, The 
Last Magician, The 
Lilith’s Left Hand 
Little Husbands, The 
Lords of the Ice 
Men of Avalon (Booklet) 
Mother, The 
Moon Artist, The 
Moon Artist, The 
No More Tomorrows 
No More Tomorrows 
No Other Man *2

The FANSCIENT
Weird Tales 
Helios
Weird Tales
Weird Tales
Fantasy Publications 
Fantascience Digest < 
Cosmic Tales
Stirring Science Stories 
Amazing Stories
Lin: EVERLASTING (Book) 
Weird Tales 
Sclenoe-Eantasy Corresp.

Ded. 1947
May 1932

Oct-Nov’37
July 1926
Oct. 1937 

n/d 
Jan-Feb *38

Sum. 
June 
Deo.

Deo

1939
1941
1932
1948
1929

Nov-Deo’36Perpetual Honeymoon, The -----
(La Lune de Miel Perpetuelle)(Fr)Les Primaires 

Pit of Doom Future Fiction
Pourquoi (Fr) Les Primaires
Rider by Night Fantasy Fan
■^Adq nf Death Weird Tales -—
Seeds of Death DEAD OF NIGHT (Anthology)
SIGN OF THE BURNING HART, THE N Barbaroux, a San-Lo, France

(Book, privately printed; limited to 100 copies) 
Solitary Hunters, The (3 carts) N Weird Tales 
Speed Will Be My Bride Uncanny Stories

(titled "The Chestnut Mare)(2 pt)Sclence Snaps Vol 3 Nos 2 43 
Tailed Men of Cornwall *2 Weird Talals Nov,
Television Detective, The(Pamphlet)LASFL Mar.

— “ Weird Tales Mar,

June 
Feb. 
Feb. 
July

1938 
1942
1937 
1934

Jun-Jul ’31
n/d

1938

Jan,

(with an interview
Psychology of Fear 

Thing in the Cellar,

Thing in the Cellar, The
Thing in the Cellar, The
Thing in the Cellar, The
Thing in the Cellar, The

GRIM DEATH (Anthology) 
Kensington News Apr. 10

_____  . The
Thing in the Cellar, The 
Thirty and One, The *2
Thirty and One, The *2

xxxd (Booklet) Bizarre Series
by Julius Schwartz and Mort Weisinger, The 
and two poems by D. H. K.)

CORONATION OMNIBUS
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book) 
Marvel Solenoe Stories

Tiger Cat
Toad God, The
Tree of Evil, The *1
Typewriter, The
Valley of Bones 
Waters of Lethe 
What is a Fan? (Article) 
What Price Beauty (Article)

LIFE EVERLASTING 
Weird Tales 
Strange Stories 
Wonder Stories 
Fanciful Tales 
Weird Tales

N Kirby Publishing 
National Fantasy

(Book)
Nov,
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Co. 
Fan

Stories by DAVID H. KELLER,

Eight, Sixty Seven
Headsman, The
Mister Summer’s Adventure
Mystery of the 33 Stolen Idiots 
1950 Marriage, A 
On the Beezer
Parents, The

1934 
1941 
1940 
1929 
1938 
1932 
n/d

1936 
n/d

n/d 
1948 
1938 
1948

July 1958 
Jan. 1939 
Sep. 1934 
Fall 1936 
Jan. 1938 
Oct. 1937
Feb. 1948
Spr. 1948

M. D. under the name of AMY WORTH

Ten Story Book 
Ten Story Book 
Ten Story Book 
Ten Story Book 
Paris Nights 
Ten Story Book 
Ten Story Book

Nov. 1929 
n/d 

Jan. 1930

Dec. 1929
Sep-Oct.’33 

Jan. 1931

Piece of Linoleum
Piece of Linoleum
Serious Error, A
Telephone
Third Generation, The
Tom Cat Reforms, The
Turn of the Wheel, The
Virgin, The
Women Are That Way

Book of Poems by DAVID H. KELLER, M. D. under the name of HENRY CECIL

Ten Story Book
LIFE EVERLASTING (Book)

Deo. 1933
1948

Ten Story Book Jan. 1931
Ten Story Book Jan. 1932
Ten Story Book Sep. 1931
Ten Story Book Mar. 1934
Ten Story Book Oct. 1930
Ten Story Book Sep. 1930
Ten Story Book Oct. 1931

SONGS OF A SPANISH LOVER Wall Printing Co., Alexandria, La.
(Book of poems, privately printed, limited to 50 copies)

*1 "Taine of San Francisco” story. *2 *0verlord of Cornwall" story. 
N indicates Novel. TITLES IN CAPITALS indicate books.

GEORGE ALLAN ENGLAND (Continued) 

the island that was the scene of 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s immortal 
■Treasure Island". Then Sable Is
land; and fantastic indeed, the 
out-of-the-way Island of the Swal
lows, on the coast of Yucatan. 
His account of Grand Cayman does 
not fail to discuss the belief of 
its inhabitants in Voo-Doo.

Here, then, are listed and some
what described, five novels and a 
travel book which make up most of 
the author’s book-form contribu
tion to fantasy. I make no attempt 
to enshrine these books on any 
pedestal of greatness, nor will I 
essay to compare England’s fiction 
with that of an others who may 
have executed fiction of a more or 
less like character. I do not 
care to discuss any defects which 
may exist in his style. He has 
brought to me unusual and fantas
tic reading,and he has never fail
ed to entertain me in his stories. 
An author who has pleased and en
tertained his reader has been, I 
think, a success.

To me, the fantasies of George 
Allan England are treasured read
ing.

THE END.

THE WATCHER IN THE SNOW (Cont.) 

naked arm of a tree.
Then the watcher sat once more 

with his back leaned against a 
log, peering into the snow in the 
direction which I traveled.

As for me, I was taken ill at 
once, with a great and awful hor
ror of what lay between us and the 
stately city. Turning, I fled in 
the direction from whence I had 
come, past the rapids of the Bud- 
ouwah, past the boiling springs of 
Tsoth, back to where the Kraangha 
kept pace with me a stone’s throw 
to my right hand.

And once I looked back to see 
dimly, the watcher still sitting 
with the pommel of his sword in 
his strong, lean fist, and beyond 
him, a vision of a stately city, 
neither closer nor farther than 
when I had first observed it.

THE END.
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Have you ever felt the wish 
to be in the locale of some of the 
stories you read? I mean, did you 
ever wish that you, like the hero, 
could sit in a night-club on Luna 
or picnic on Mars or lire in the 
utterly alien crystal cities of 
Rigel IV? I have had that feeling 
before, and am always in search of 
a new story that will give me the 
same feeling. I call that desire, 
that dream, Synthetic Nostalgia.

It came over me more frequently 
when I was new to science-fiction, 
and was more easily impressed, but 
it still does at rarer intervals. 
Stories like "Forgotten World", 
"Requiem" and "Million Year Pic
nic" were the ones I thrilled over 
then and still do when I read them 
again.

Maybe I'm alone in this particu
lar mood, but sometimes I just be
moan, terribly, the fates that put 
me here before the day of inter
stellar flight. Sometimes it’s a 
whole story and sometimes it’s 
Just a particular passage that af
fects me so. But whatever it is, 
it makes me wish with all ay soul 
that I could be there or had been
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there. It’s one of the big thrills 
that I get out of reading fantasy, 
and should be one of yours.

I don't mean the hum-drum epics 
of the Space-Lieutenants or the 
super-science stories of weird 
gadgets, but just the simple, ap
pealing descriptions that make a 
place live. Oh, there have been 
tear-jerkers that I have read that 
could fairly make me burst out 
crying—like "With Folded Hands.." 
------- and tales of the way men have 
treated aliens that have just 
plain made me mad---- "The Last Mon
ster? for instance, but the simple 
stories of real people are the 
ones I speak of. The plain but 
glorious markers sot up on the 
moon to the first pioneers------- the 
way they are described, "in their 
flimsy little space-cans", just do 
things to me. I'll be old when 
these things happen, I'm afraid, 
but I'm sure there will be such 
things. Don't you feel a bit sad 
to think that the first men in the 
Moon are only nine and ten now?

I've called this feeling syn
thetic nostalgia, for that is the 
best way I can describe it. It is 
a longing for places yet unheard 
of, and a nostalgia that is not 
quite, but so near real that you 
feel it needs Just a little dash 
of reality to make it true, accur
ate. That’s the nostalgia of it. 
The synthetic is because it has 
been created out of whole cloth by 
men like ourselves who live today, 
and yesterday.

Really, then, to get this poig
nant yearning for a fictional loc
ation is a compliment to the auth
or that cannot be expressed in so 
many words.

That feeling that I’ve called 
synthetic nostalgia is one of the 
most precious and memorable things 
I’ve gained from reading science- 
fiction. I only hope that feeling 
has come to the rest of you, too, 
so you'll know what I'm talking 
about. THE END.
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ROBERT E.

HOWARD
oy Carl Dumbleton.

ROBERT E. HOWARD (1906-1936) 
was born in Texas, the son of a 
pioneer physician. He started 
writing at the age of 15. Three 
years later he sold his first 
story to WEIRD TALES. In a very 
short time his work became popu
lar.

He was versatile and prolific 
and was one of the few pulp maga
zine authors who made a living 
(and a very good one) from his 
writing alone. He wrote weird, 
western, sport and adventure fic
tion as well as poetry,very little 
of which has been published.

In his writings, he created many 
memorable characters. Among the 
most popular of these were: King 
Kull of Valusia (a kingdom of long 
ago Atlantis), Conan the Cimmerian 
(an ancient barbarian adventurer) 
and Solomon Kane (a dour English 
Puritan Tighter of wrongs).

Of these, Conan had the greatest 
popularity, and Howard wrote many 
short stories as well as three 
novels with him as the central 
character.

To give more reality to his sto
ries of Conan, Howard created a 
history of his age; of the peoples 
and kingdoms of that time, a per
iod pre-dating the present about 
15,000 years. This history is as 
fascinating as any of Howard's 
stories, and very creditable, 
showing the author had spent much 
time and research into ancient 
history and mythology.

This history is called "The 
Hyborian Age". It had its begin
ning with the waning of the pre- 
cataclysmic civilization, dominat-

  
ed by the Kingdoms of Kamdia, 
Valusia, Verulia, Grondar, Thule 
and Commoria. The barbarians of 
that time were the Fiets, Atlante- 
ans and the Lemurians. After the
cataclysm, Atlantis and Lemuria 
sank.

The barbarians fared a little 
better than the civilized nations 
during this world upheaval. One 
band of savages fled to the north 
to escape destruction. In time, 
their numbers increased and they 
became known as the Hyborians. As 
they increased, they spread south
ward in an epoch of wandering and 
conquest.

In time they dominate the west
ern world. The Picts and Atlan- 
teans still remain savages, tho 
the Aklanteans, now known as Cim
merians, show an increase in civ
ilization from their close contact 
with the Hyborian Kingdom, by this 
time highly civilized.

The principal races of this era 
were: the Vanir and Aesir of Nord
heim, blue-eyed and blond or red- 
haired savages from the north; the 
Hyborians, by this time a mixture 
of many races, their characterist
ics depending upon which part of 
their large kingdom they inhabit; 
the Cimmerians, tall and powerful, 
with dark hair and blue or grey 
eyes; the Picts, short, very dark, 
with black eyes and hair; the Hyr- 
kanians, dark and generally tall 
and slender; the Shemites, of med
ium height, broadly and strongly 
built, with hook noses, dark eyes 
and black hair; and finally, the 
Stygians, tall, well built, dusky, 
straight featured.

The lower classes are a down
trodden, mongrel horde; a mixture 
of negroid, Stygian, Shemitish and 
even Hyborian bloods.

Eventually the Hyborian civiliz- 
atioh is swept away by the power 
of the barbarian nations. This is 
brought about by a Nemedian priest 
who goes into the western wilder
ness to teach the barbarians mod-
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ern ways.

He instituted many reforms, but, 
most important, showed the Picts 
how to mine, smelt and work iron. 
Also, he brought parties of Picts 
out into the civilized countries. 
This made them covetous of what 
they saw.

Their warriors took service in 
the mercenaries of these countries 
thus gaining knowledge of modern 
warfare. , Finally they swept the 
borders of Hyboria with fire and 
sword. Other nations, scenting 
the kill, joined in and completed 
the ruin of the kingdom up to the 
borders of Hyrkania. There the 
invasion was stopped, leaving a 
vast Pictish empire, rude and bar
baric, opposed by the Hyrkanians. 
Picts and Hyrkanians fought border 
skirmishes for a short while, then 
came the glacier ages and the 
great Nordic drift. The Aesir, 
moving southward, blotted out the 
ancient Kingdom of Hyboria. The 
Cimmerians moved to the east, 
pushing everything before them. 
They were followed by the Aesir 
and Vanir and the Pictish empire 
reeled before them. The Cimmerians 
destroyed the Hyrkanian Kingdom of 
Turan and settled on the south
western shore of an inland sea. 
The peoples thrown out of this 
country rode back from the east in 
a wave of conquest thousands of 
years later, but now known by new 
names, such as Hun, Mongol, Tartar 
and Turk.

The Vanir built a vast southern 
empire which they called Egypt. 
The western world was dominated by 
the Nordic barbarians. The .blond 
Achaians, Gauls and BritOns were 
descendants of the Aesir. The 
Danes were descendants of the Van
ir. The Goths were descendants of 
mixed races—Vanir, Aesir and Cim
merian. The Gaels came from the 
Cimmerians, while the Etruscans, 
base of the Roman race, were from 
mixed Stygian, Hyrkanian and Pict
ish strains.
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But to get back to Conan, Howard 

took him thru such different stag
es of development as a thief, an 
outlaw chieftain, a pirate, a mer
cenary soldier, a captain of the 
guards, a commander of armies and 
finally, ruler of a kingdom.

Conan, in spite of his climb up 
the ladder of fortune, never be
comes quite civilized; he remains 
a barbarian to the end. He enjoyed 
a good fight, and indeed, if all 
the blood he let from his enemies 
was put in one place,it would make 
quite a lake. Women were secondary 
to a good fight with him; he could 
love them or leave them alone; 
however, most of his adventures 
were brought about thru them.

Other writers have been able to 
create ancient kingdoms, but none 
has been able to instill life and 
action into them as Howard has 
done. It was a sad day for many 

(Continued on Page 28)
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MORGAN ROCKEFELLER’S WILL by 
Francis H. Clarke. Clarke-Cree 
Publishing Co. 1909.

This interesting, if disap
pointing future novel is a rarity 
indeed. Its scarceness is attest
ed by the fact that the title is 
not only missing from the CHECK
LIST, but also from the Library of 
Congress Catalogue of Printed 
Cards.

Published here in Portland, the 
story opens in 1990 when Morgan 
Rockefeller, the great-great-great 
grandson of the late John D. Rock
efeller, is ruler over the United 
States in all but name. An organ
ization known as the "Reapers’* is 
trying to bring about his down
fall. However, Morgan, a benevo
lent despot, dies from a broken 
heart. Consternation reigns when 
the will is read. Rockefeller 
leaves all his property to the Un
ited States Government; a most un
usual thing to do in that future 
day. The complications are height
ened by the discovery that the 
only living descendant of Morgan 
is the beautiful Helen Channing, 
head of the ’’Reaper” organization. 
Nobody wants Morgan Rockefeller’s 
property and all is confusion. The 
conclusion is worked out to the 
author’s satisfaction and the 
reader’s boredom.

Studying Mr. Clarke’s political 
and sociological philosophy, one 
becomes puzzled. The Author’s 
idea of Utopia seems to be a pot
pourri of Socialism, Communism, 
business paternalism, religion and 
a generous dash of fraternalism.. 
In this reviewer’s opinion, the 
result is hash.

Leaving Mr. Clarke’s philosophy 
bloodied in the dust, we turn to 
more interesting sidelights. Chief 
among these is the invention of 
the "Mirage Refledtor" which bears 
a close resemblance to television, 
although the basic principles of 
each differ quite a bit. Ship de-
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sign has been altered to a type of 
winged craft that glides along the 
surface of the ocean. No mention 
whatever is made of aircraft. An 
Intriguing and uncomfortable 
scheme is the planting of bombs 
beneath each large city of the 
United States. These bombs are to 
be detonated from one central 
chamber should the "Bourgeoisie" 
rise in revolt. In this future 
world, the United States capital 
has been moved to St. Louis. Out
side of these few concepts, 
Clarke’s 1990 is an extension of 
the life of 1909.

A noteworthy paradox is the fact 
that while the story is sub-titled 
"A Romance of 1991-2", ninety
eight percent of the action occurs 
in 1990. This 1990 will be remem
bered by readers of this story, as 
the longest year in history. The 
novel begins in 1990 and approxim
ately eighteen months later, it is 
still 1990!

In regretful conclusion, the 
book retains its dignity only as a 
curio. Adding up Mr. Clarke’s 
passe style, Victorian character
ization and contraband philosophy, 
the sum is ”0". ----Eric Atlas

HIS PSEUDOIC MAJESTY (Knights of 
the Fleece) by William A. Smith.- 
Liberty Publishing Co. 190?.

This curious and rare (it is 
not to be found in THE CHECKLIST 
OF FANTASTIC LITERATURE) tome is a 
lackadaisical blend of fantasy, 
allegory, Americanism and foolish
ness.

The plot revolves about Colum- 
biason; a plain,ordinary American, 
until he is told by an imaginary 
knight to trace back his ancestry. 
Doing so, he discovers himself a 
descendant of nobility. This gives 
him many grandiose ideas. During 
the course of events, he goes to 
England, digs up and revivifies an 
ancient ancestor and returns home 
to America, only to be disappoint-
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ed by the English King’s refusal 
to give him a title. Columbia- 
son’s notions about the duties of 
a Knight of the Carter, the Master 
of the rolls, and sundry other of
ficers result in some heavy-handed 
humor.

The latter portion of the book 
deals with Columbiason’s visit to 
Pseudoland and his discovery that 
plain, old Americanism is the best 
way of life. While fantasy is not 
accented, the book is sprinkled 
liberally with outre occurences. 
Among these are the descent of a 
foster-child from the sky; the ap
pearance of the head of Columbia- 
son’s mother in a ball of fire; 
the visit to Pseudoland where 
strange inventions are explained 
and magical happenings tkae place. 
An airship flies from country to 
country (remember this was written 
1903).

There are several illustrations 
which are rather crude, yet strik
ing. The author also provides many 
bits of doggerel under the delu
sion that they are poetry. They 
will not increase the reader’s en
joyment.

In conclusion, if the reader is 
willing to wade thru quite a bit 
of inanity, he may find pleasure 
in the perusal of this fantasia.

---- Eric Atlas

ROBERT E. HOWARD (Continued) 

of his readers when he died at the 
early age of 30, just when he was 
on the threshold of who knows how 
great a success as a writer.

A collection of his stories has 
been published by Arkham House, 
under the title of "Skull-Face and 
Others". These stories have, for 
the most part, been taken from 
WEIRD TALES magazine, and while it 
is an excellent compilation, I 
think it would have been better 
for a full-lenth Conan novel. But 
then, I won’t be satisfied until 
all of Howard’s works have been 
put into book form. THE END.
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"Tours?"

JAEIHUS (Continued) 

n’t her racket. Around the corner 
of the bar was one of the few 
French bar-flies I ever saw. How
ever, the intervening space was 
covered by the steely eye of Ma
dame la caissierre, and it was 
clear that she would stand for no 
foolishness.

I shrugged. Undoubtedly I had 
drunk it in the heat of our dis
cussion. I ordered another. Mar
cel set it up; I downed it and 
reached for the beer. The glass 
was empty.

Furitively I surveyed my sur
roundings again. Could it be that 
I had drunk that many? Nothing 
daunted, I ordered another cognac 
and another beer. This time I 
kept each glass firmly clenched in 
a sweaty hand. I spoke to Marcel 
and glancing down, saw the level 
slowly slipping down in the cognac 
glass. This looked familiar. 
Slowly relinquishing my grip on 
the beer glass, I made a quick 
grab.

There was a brief flurry as I 
felt a pair of familiar leathery 
wings struggling in ray grasp, then 
strangely, a small smooth cheek 
nuzzled against the back of my 
hand. Thin tentacles stroked my 
wrist carressingly and there was a 
quick shudder of ecstacy. It was 
the first of the only two times I 
ever knew Jaephus to unbend. In 
spite of his collossal self-suf
ficiency, I imagine the poor.lit
tle fellow had been lonesome. Cer
tain it was that he was glad to 
see me, tho he immediately resumed 
his aloof pose. During the next 
several months, Jaephus was seldom 
far from my side.

No sooner had I brought Jaephus 
back to the train than his actions 
brought him to the attention of 
the whole outfit. It was in con
nection with inspections, which he 
detested, that he made himself
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most felt. The wrinkles in the 
bunks where he rested briefly aft
er they had been carefully smooth
ed---- the "mice”-----lint balls-----he 
dragged out from some obscure cor
ner, to repose in full view of the 
inspecting officers.

It also became inadvisable to 
leave saleable articles such as 
soap lying around---- Jaephus would 
promptly take them out and peddle 
them on the black-market.

All this led to the need for 
many explanations. To simplify 
these, I drew a portrait of Jae
phus. To describe his excitement 
while the work was in progress 
would be difficult. Time after 
time, I had recourse to the eraser 
as Jaephus, in his excited flut- 
terings, jogged my arm. Others 
put the difficulty down to my own 
artistic ineptitude or the Jolting 
of the train. In any case, event
ually it was done and we cast 
about for a suitable place to dis
play it.

Opening onto the corridor from 
our compartments were windows and 
a sliding door, also containing an 
expanse of glass. We finally 
attached the picture to the inside 
of the glass on the door. With 
the door open and the side shade 
pulled down, it was covered, to be 
revealed only when the door shut.

Jaephus’ excitement over his 
portrait lasted for some time, but 
it was when he had an admiring 
audience, that his enthusiasm got 
completely out of hand. So it was, 
the next morning when I t<»ok one 
of our nurses, Lt. Leonna Hartwig, 
into our compartment to show her 
Jaephus’ portrait. Jaephus hover
ed in joyous anticipation as I 
ushered her in. As I closed the 
door, revealing the portrait, Jae
phus flew into a frenzy of excite
ment. He darted hither and yon. 
He danced with joy. Unfortunately, 
in his wild careening, he side
slipped into a dive, ending, horns 
prodding and tentacles flailing,
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against a particularly sensitive 
part of Lt. Hartwig’s anatomy. 
Striking low, he found himself 
pocketed in a part of her clothing 
where the fabric was unsupported 
by the form beneath. Struggling 
to catch himself and following the 
lines of least resistance, he mov
ed upward.

Jaephus being Invisible, and I 
standing behind her, Lt. Hartwig 
unfortunately put the wrong inter
pretation on the incident. She 
sceamed!

"No, Don! Don’t!" Lt. Hartwig 
was a healthy girl and had a 
strong voice. It carried. It 
carried so well that when,shortly, 
we left the compartment, it was to 
be met with heads sticking out of 
every door along the corridor.

That was only the beginning of 
the accusations that were to be 
heaped upon my innocent head be
cause of Jaephus. To catalogue 
the charges of drink-stealing, of 
"frottage", that I endured in the 
next few months, would be impos
sible.

Jaephus rode me like some insat
iable "Man of the Mountains". It 
was at this time that I took to 
ordering my cognacs in pairs. It 
sometimes caused a little comment, 
but it stopped Jaephus from steal
ing the other patron’s drinks, 
thereby inviting suspicion on me. 
This last gave me an undeserved 
reputation as a tankerman that was 
to evoke comments, ranging in ex
pression, from awe to disgust. If 
the truth be known, I’m afraid my 
own consumption did increase dur
ing that time, due to Jaephus’ bad 
example.

In all this time, Jaephur still 
had not uttered a word.

About this time we not*d a tend
ency on Jaephus’ part to go nat
ive. He paid no attention when 
addressed in English, responding 
only when the laguage used was 
French. He turned more and more 
to the company of such French peo
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ple as would tolerate him. Most 
of them tended to ignore him, but 
he found acceptance among the cafe 
waiters and prostitutes. Especi
ally since the Americans came, no
thing surprised a French prosti
tute. They considered him merely 
another American, no stranger than 
most others.

It was on a night late in Sep-, 
tember, that I last saw Jaephus. 
We had come again to Paris. It 
was just after eleven and the Cafe 
Biard had closed. We were taking 
a shortcut back to the train. 
Jaephus was perched on my shoulder 
as we threaded our way thru the 
dusk of a back street near Place 
Blanche.

Absently I noted the flutter of 
tiny wings. So Jaephus had flown 
off to investigate something on 
our route. But no, Jaephus' weight 
still rested on my shoulder, but I 
felt him stiffen. Abruptly the 
burden was gone from my shoulder.

I heard voices,but to my strain
ing eyes, the street was empty.

"Ou allez vous, Mademoiselle?" 
An (indistinguishable murmur, , a 
feminine giggle and more murmuring 
of which I could distinguish only 
the same girlish voice saying, 
"Oo-la-la," and the mock command, 
"Doucement, Monsieur."

Then as my eyes and ears strain
ed into the darkness, a familiar 
flutter of wings appoached.

"Adieu, mon ami," said Jaephus. 
How ironic that his first words to 
me should be a farewell.

So great was the shock of hear
ing him speak after all these 
years that I could only murmur, 
"Au revoir."

"Pas au revoir," he replied gen
tly, "Adieu. Je me trouve chez 
moi."

And as I stood there bemused, 
listening to the beat of two pairs 
of tiny wings fluttering off into 
the Paris night, I wondered.

Could it be that Jaephus was a 
true lobbly? A French lobbly?
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FOR SALE
ODD VOLUMES ARGOSY MAGAZINES 

(1953 to 1943 inclusive) 
25 cents each.

MaoISAAC Fred. The Golden Woman 
Argosy Magazine. 1939. 3 vols.

♦ 1.00

STONG Phil. 25 Modern Stories of 
Mystery and Imagination. (1942) 

GOOD |1.00

PACKARD Frank L. The Locked Book 
with golden dragon imprinted 
around the covers. FAIR 11.00

Make me an offer on the following 
MAMOTH ADVENTURE MAGAZINE

VOL 1, NO 1.
Also MUNSEY MAGAZINE, March 1907 

with covers.

CARL ESTEP
1109 E. 39 St., Kansas City, Mo.

(0 the editors of <
snfr.Tiffi’WS';

.....I am bnmmi ng fan art and 
poems for my personal collec
tion. I will always write for 
permission before putting any 
of my collection into any mag 
I may be tempted to put out.

JOHN E. BLYLER, 
705 - 21st St., 
Altoona, Penna.

ENYBUDDY WUNNA SWAP FOLIC SONGS?
no cowboy or hillbilly stuff 

Want: Hindu, Arab, China, Russian 
etc. printed or manuscript, write

MILES EATON, FALL CITY, WN



At last—a set of 10 FANTASY POSTCARDS—each one designed 
by a different top fan artist—AND at a price no greater 
than you’d pay for ordinary postcards. Get a set for your 
collection, use them in your correspondence. Be among 
the first to have these. Ready in October.

set of

These cards will be drawn by ten of the top fan artists, 
chosen by competition. All will be new designs that have 
not appeared elsewhere. ONLY 500 SETS WILL BE SOLD.
Order yours today.

PERRI PRESS, Box 500?, Portland 15, Ore.

only
50*


